The co-learning and co-creation community of Ashoka’s leading changemakers.

The Ashoka Europe Fellowship Program is a co-learning and co-creation community to leverage Ashoka's local and global experience, resources and networks in order to advance social entrepreneurship and changemaking for the good of all.

We connect Ashoka Fellows & their leadership teams, Ashoka Support Network (ASN) members, Partners of Ashoka, Ashoka Young Changemakers, Ashoka Staff, Change Leaders and key players in the media, business and academia ecosystems to learn from one another and aim for systems change in co-creative ways.

We have three key pillars:

1- CREATE CO-LEARNING SPACES
We create co-learning spaces where Ashoka’s community comes together to practice and share the most impactful and effective tools and ideas that support change leaders in their efforts to shift systems. This space is specifically designed for Ashoka Fellows and their leadership teams from all over the world. The space is shared with other members of the Ashoka community.

2- ADVANCE OUR ECOSYSTEM
We work with key players across sectors to create an enabling environment for social entrepreneurship as a force for systems change. Together we create spaces to exchange knowledge, learn together, and collaborate on solutions that advance the field social entrepreneurship.

3- IGNITE COLLECTIVE IMPACT
We mobilize and connect Ashoka’s community to co-create initiatives that address the world’s most pressing challenges. We design meaningful engagement journeys for the community to support them to align, connect, learn and co-create solutions.

Who can participate? Ashoka Fellows, Ashoka Changemaker School Leaders, Ashoka Support Network Members, Ashoka Young Changemakers, Ashoka Staff Partners of Ashoka, change leaders from businesses, public and civil society.

Why should you join us? You are committed to advance the social entrepreneurship movement for system change, regardless of the role you play in the ecosystem of change.
"More confidence in my posture to speak, measure and fund our system change journey. It has changed my mind completely on how to boost change inside my organization."

Participant of Systems Change Module, 2020